
This downloadable kit has all the activities 
and games you need to host your own 
kid- and dog-friendly event! Your guests 

can learn to recognize different dog breeds while 
playing a game of Bingo, make their own dog tags 
and charms to take home, or create their own 
crazy crossbreeds with mix-and-match doggie 
masks——and much more! If you plan to invite dogs 
to your event, check out the list of event tips to 
ensure a safe and fun event for all your human and 
canine guests.

Getting Started
• Order copies of My Dog! (978-0-7611-5841-7). Its 

customizable cover and colorful illustrations couldn’t be 
more kid-friendly, so make sure you have plenty of copies 
on-hand for your customers!

• Don’t forget to promote your event in your newsletter, on Facebook, or on your Twitter feed. Take 
photographs of your event, and share them with us at Promotions@workman.com.

• Contact your sales rep, or call 1-800-722-7202 to ask about our promotional offers, discounts, and to 
place reorders after your event.

Included are the following activities:  
• Dog-Friendly Event Tips • Make-Your-Own Mutt Masks

• Homemade Dog Tags and Charms • DIY Chew Toys

• Plaster Paw Casting • No-Bake Dog Treats

• My Dog! Trivia Game • Dog Breed Bingo
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bow-wow!
It’s the Official My Dog! Event Kit!



my Dog!
A kid- And bookstore-friendly project for 

Another cool project for kids and dogs!
this project and more can be found on our website: www.workman.com/mydog. 

be a friend of My doG! on facebook http://on.fb.me/pjcAio.
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tips for welcoMinG kids 
And doGs to your event

If you want to include dogs at your event, a few common-sense 
suggestions will ensure that all your guests——human and canine——
stay friendly, relaxed, and enjoy themselves.

First, find neutral territory. A bookstore, parking lot, park, 
or auditorium will be neutral territory for the attending dogs, so 
they are unlikely to act protective. Most dogs enjoy the chance to 
meet, mingle, and play.

next, consider having your participants pre-register. Keep 
in mind how much space is available for your event; crowding 
can make dogs uncomfortable and tense. If necessary, you can 
host the event in shifts by scheduling different groups at different 
times. Alternatively, only allow a certain number of guests to 
bring their dogs. Pre-registering also ensures that someone can 
talk with the owner to make sure their dogs—and kids—can 
comply with the following guidelines. 

Post these guidelines online, or add them to an event flyer:
• All dogs must be well socialized, comfortable with other people 
and dogs, able to walk on a leash, and able to sit or lie down for 
the duration of the event. 
• The following dogs, unfortunately, cannot participate:

■ a female dog in heat 
■ a puppy who isn’t completely vaccinated 
■ a dog suffering from anything that could be transmitted to 

other dogs—for instance, fleas, mange, or kennel cough
• An adult needs to accompany each dog and kid. Kids can be in 
the lead, but an adult needs to remain present. 
• All dogs should arrive and remain on leashes. A crate or 
portable kennel is another option, but the dog must be on a leash 
once outside the crate.
• Urge the attendees to exercise their dog before the event: a 
good walk, an exuberant play session—whatever will channel 
their dog’s excitement, allow for a bathroom break, and use up 
excess energy. 

on the day of the event, make sure to provide bowls of 
water outside.

Have a social half-hour before the main event, if you’d like. 
Use a parking lot, grassy field, or other open area to encourage 
socializing before gathering indoors or in a smaller area.

When dogs meet for the first time, there’s potential for lots 
of excitement. Remember that dogs pick up on their owner’s 
emotions, so encourage owners to be relaxed! If possible, 
encourage owners to take their dogs, together, on a quick walk, 
keeping the leashes loose. Then let the dogs sniff, circle, and play 
with one another. If any signs of aggression occur, separate the 
dogs by walking in different directions; no scolding or corrections 
are needed—that often increases a dog’s uneasiness. Likewise, if 
at any time during the event, a dog shows signs of aggression or 
nervousness—growling, raising his hackles, snarling—the owner 
and dog should simply move away. There’s nothing more that can be 
done at that moment beyond anticipating and preventing a problem.

once the group assembles, make sure each dog has enough 
space to rest. Dogs that aren’t used to being crowded can be nervous.

Don’t bring treats or food rewards into a group. Food can 
encourage a dog to act jealous or territorial. 

remember, dogs that aren’t used to big events or crowds 
may be distracted or shy if asked to do a command or perform a 
trick. Remind owners that they’ll need extra patience.

Finally, in the unlikely event of an “accident,” you’ll want 
to have the following on hand: a roll of paper towels (pick up or 
blot quickly); a bottle of plain white vinegar (sprinkle the spot, 
rub inward, and blot again); and a box of baking soda (sprinkle 
on, allow to stand); cover with a few more paper towels. Done!

Even though I’ve offered plenty of pointers here, bringing 
together well-trained dogs with their well-trained kids should be a 
safe, pleasurable experience for everyone. Here’s to a great event!
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Another cool project for kids and dogs!
this project and more can be found on our website: www.workman.com/mydog. 
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doG tAGs And chArMs

Every dog needs a name tag, so why not make one (or two, or 
three) yourself? This project is so simple, you can make a 
name tag for every occasion! How about: “I’m a lucky dog” 

or “Who’s the best dog?” or “I’m your Valentine!” Make tags for 
your own key ring or backpack,or charms for your own key ring, 
bracelet, or backpack.

You’ll need:
• A clean, clear plastic #6 container or water bottle (The 

plastic must have the number “6” inside the triangle of 
recycling arrows!)

• A permanent marker
• Scissors
• Aluminum foil
• Oven mitts
• A coffee mug
• A small nail

For this project, you’ll need adult help moving the tags in 
and out of the oven.

❶ Carefully cut the plastic into the 
shape and size of your choice. Note 
that your tag will decrease in size 
as it’s heated, so be sure to account 
for shrinkage when designing. As a 
guide, a 3-inch shape will shrink to 
a 1-inch tag.

❷ Decorate one side of the shape 
with a picture, message, or your 
dog’s name using a permanent 
marker. Remember to write larger 
than normal since the tag will 
shrink.

❸ Ask an adult to preheat the oven to 350°F and place 
a rack in its lowest position. Place your tags on a baking 
sheet covered with aluminum foil and put the tray in the 
preheated oven.

❹  It usually takes about 30 seconds per inch to make the 
tags, so a 3-inch tag should be in the oven for 90 seconds. 
Make sure to check the tags every 30 seconds. You’ll 
know when they’re done when they have shrunk and 
flattened—a little rippling is normal. The tags will curl at 
first, but don’t worry because they will flatten out. Ask an 
adult to remove the tray from the oven.

❺ To smooth out any rippling, you can carefully press 
each tag with the bottom of a coffee mug or other flat, 

heat-resistant object before it cools.

❻ Let the tags cool for a few minutes. Then punch 
or poke a small hole at the top of each tag, carefully, 
with a small nail. To make a neater hole, you can also 
ask an adult to heat the nail and poke a hole into the 
tag for you.

Variation: You may also decorate your dog tag by 
melting two plastic shapes around other objects such 
as air-dried clay, bendable wire, alphabet pasta, or 
small beads of metal or glass. Do not use any object 
made from paper or plastic, since it will burn or melt.
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brAided chew toys

Give your dog hours of tug-o’-war fun with a homemade 
chew toy. Check hardware stores for durable rope, or use 
old shirts, jeans, or socks that you can cut into strips and 

braid together. There’s no need to freshen them up in the washer! 
Dogs love your smell!

You’ll need:
• 3 pieces of rope
• Or 3 pieces of thick fabric—

corduroy, denim, etc.

notE: Do not use rope that 
contains metal, wire, or 
plastic strands. Select the 
thickness of the rope and the 
length of your braid according 
to your dog’s size: Smaller ropes and shorter fabrics are for 
smaller dogs or toys; thicker ropes and longer fabrics are 
for larger dogs and bigger toys.

❶ Line up the ropes and/or cloth strips, making sure they 
are all the same length, and knot them together at one end. 
Leave enough extra rope at the top of the knot in case you 
need to tighten it after a few rounds of gnawing or tugging.

❷ Start braiding the ropes together: First place the right 
rope over the middle one, then place the left rope over the 
middle one, and repeat this pattern along the length of the 
rope. If you want, stop braiding halfway down the rope 
and make a knot in the middle of the chew toy with all 
three strands.

❸ Leave enough rope unbraided to create not only the 
final knot—tying all three ends together—but also a bit 
extra for tightening the knot later, if needed.

Variation: When you’ve braided about half of the toy, 
thread on a rubber ring toy or a tennis ball (have an adult 
poke or drill a hole on opposite ends), before braiding the 
rest of the toy. 
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cAst your doG

Landing your dog a starring role in a movie may be a pretty impossible task, but you 
can certainly pretend he’s receiving his own star on the Hollywood walk of fame by 
immortalizing his pawprint in plaster! Here’s how to make your talented canine’s paw 

print into a cast. When you’re done, you can use the finished product as a stamp to create 
personalized doggy wrapping paper, or to make fake paw prints in the snow or sand. You 
can also alter this project to create a decorative fossil-like impression of your dog’s paw 
print.
You’ll need:
• A casting medium, such as wet sand, or the homemade 

clay recipe below (Depending on the size of your dog, 
you’ll need enough casting medium to fill your container 
to a depth of at least 1 inch.)

• A mold, pie plate, shallow plastic container, small box, or 
anything else your dog can easily step into

• Plaster of paris (Depending on the size of your dog, you’ll 
need 1 or 2 cups.)

• Cooking oil, mineral oil, baby oil, or petroleum jelly 
(optional)

• An ink pad (optional)
• A few sheets of long blank paper (optional)

Recipe for homemade clay: Combine 2 cups flour with  
1 cup salt in a bowl. Add 1 cup water and stir until smooth.

❶ Loosely press your casting medium into the mold. Make 
sure your dog is relaxed, is on a leash, and won’t mind if 
you lift his paw and place it in the mold. You may feel more 
comfortable if you practice this step first with an empty 
container and an adult nearby.

❷ Have your dog step into the casting-medium-filled mold 
and stay there, with his weight on that foot, for about 10 
seconds. Lift his foot and check out the impression. If it’s 
deep enough with defined edges, go on to the next step. 
If you’d like to try again, use your fingers to smooth the 
medium, removing the print.

❸  Mix the plaster of paris following the instructions on 
the box. Cover the entire paw print and then add another 
inch to create a base for your cast. 

❹   Let the plaster dry—time will vary depending on the 
size of your mold—and remove the cast from the mold 
and casting medium. You may need to smooth any rough 
edges, but that’s it. You now have a model of the bottom 
of your dog’s paw. If you wish to create a fossil cast, keep 
your mold with your dog’s paw imprint intact and follow 
instructions for the variation below.

Variations:  Now that you’ve made a plaster cast of your 
dog’s paw print, creating a fossil decoration is a snap. 
Lightly, but thoroughly, oil the top surface of your plaster 
paw print. Mix another portion of plaster of paris and pour 
it into the mold until it is about an inch deep. Place your 
oiled cast into the mold, wait for the plaster to harden, and 
then separate the two pieces. Wipe off any excess oil.

Design wrapping paper by dipping your cast into paint or 
an ink pad and create a design on a long sheet of blank 
paper, like the reverse side of store-bought wrapping 
paper. Helpful hint: A towel placed under the paper will 
create a cushion and allow the paper to capture more than 
just the stamp’s highest parts—just make sure to be careful 
so you don’t rip the paper!
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"cook up" soMe of these  
no-bAke doG treAts  

to tAke hoMe to the pooches

Here’s how to prepare for this simple and tasty project. Cover the tables with butcher 
paper or tablecloths. Provide sheets of waxed paper or tin foil for each participant to 
use as a work surface.
There are two options when it comes to the dough: Make it before the event, or ask 

the kids to squish up the mixture in a small ziplock bag during the event. When the dough 
is ready to be made into treats, kids can either roll it out and use cookie cutters to make 
fun shapes, or just scoop out ball or log shapes.

This isn’t an especially messy project, but you’ll want to have a box of sanitizing 
wipes or a nearby sink for cleaning hands after the project.

You’ll need:
• Butcher paper, or table- 

cloths
• Waxed paper, or tin foil
• A big mixing bowl
• A sturdy stirring utensil
• An ice-cream scoop 

(optional)
• Rolling pins (optional)
• Cookie cutters 

(optional)
• Ziplock bags (at least 

one for every kid)
• A sink, or hand wipes 

for cleanup!

ingredients:
• 6 cups rolled oats
• 2 cups sugar-free, salt-

free peanut butter
• 1 cup liquid (milk, soy 

milk, water, or broth)
Makes approximately 36 
treats.

Or, if you’d prefer each 
kid to mix up a batch 
inside a small zip-lock 
bag, each needs:
• 1 cup oats
• 1/3 cup sugar-free,  

salt-free peanut butter 
• 2 or 3 tablespoons 

liquid (milk, soy milk, 
water, or broth)

❶ Combine the ingredients in a large bowl and mix until 
smooth. As the treats sit, they’ll become drier and harder 
as the oats absorb the liquid. The peanut butter binds the 
dough, but you may add more liquid if the mixture doesn’t 
hold together.

❷ Place bowls of water on each table; it’s easier to shape 
the treats with wet hands. Likewise, dunking a cookie 
cutter in water will help keep the dough from sticking.

❸ shape the treats, either with a rolling pin and cookie 
cutters, or scooping out shapes with your hands. If you are 
using cookie cutters, roll out the dough until it is about 1/4 
or 1/2 inch thick. The size of the treats should be geared to 
the size of the dog.

❹ Place the treats on the waxed-paper or tin-foil work 
surface, and then tuck them into a ziplock bag. Tell the 
participants to store them in the refrigerator or, for an 
even crunchier treat, the freezer.
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Mix up your own Mutt MAsk 
usinG these cut-out-And-color 

doG fAces!

It’s Mr. Potato Head with pooch parts! It’s Frankenstein’s pet Fido! Use these pages to make your 
own hybrid dog mask. You can be a Collie-Spaniel or a Dalmadoodle. Invent the Cockeriemer or 
create a Golden Russell Terrier. Just print out these canine faces and features, and follow the 

simple instructions below.

You’ll need:
• A print out of these pages 

(use card stock for a 
sturdier mask) 

• Crayons, washable markers, 
or other coloring supplies

• Scissors
• A glue stick
• String, cloth, or elastic bands 

(about 18 inches, for tying on 
the mask)

• A hole punch, or stapler (to 
connect the string to the sides of the mask)

❶ Print the following pages on paper, or card stock, 
if available.

❷ Select all the necessary elements for your mask. You’ll 
need eyes and ears, for sure. You can also swap in a 
different nose, and add a collar, bow, or dog tag.

❸ Color any parts you choose, and cut out your selections 
to puzzle together your most interesting, unusual dog face.

❹ Once you have the face just the way you want it, glue 
the pieces into place.  After the glue has dried, you can add 
any finishing touches with your coloring supplies.

❺ If you’d like to wear your mask yourself, either staple 
one piece of string to each side of the dog 

mask, or punch two holes at the 
edge of the mask and knot each 
string into place. 

❻ Fit the mask onto your face, and 
tie the two strings together so that 
the mask stays in place. Then, place 
your fingers on the mask where you 
need holes to see through. Carefully 
remove the mask with your fingers in 
place, and punch a hole with the tip of 
a pencil. You can also ask an adult to 

use an X-acto knife to create 
the holes.

All assembled and colored, this 
mutt mask seems to have the 
head of a Boston Terrier, the 
ears of a Greyhound, and the 
eyes of a Bloodhound. Maybe 
it’s a Greyston Hound? 

What kind of mutt are you 
going to create? What “breed” name can you invent for it? 
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My doG! triviA
2 To 4 PlaYeRS

Test your canine I.Q. with the My Dog! Trivia game! To set up, print the attached game board and 
quiz cards. (Be sure to print the cards out double-sided.) Once you’ve cut apart the cards, all 
you need is a playing piece for you and each friend. Use dog treats, buttons, coins, or anything 

that fits on the spaces. Place the board on a flat surface, stack the cards face down, and you’re ready to 
play!

The object of the game is to be the first player to “walk” his or her playing piece to the finish line. We’ve 
included a set of simple rules, appropriate for a range of ages. Feel free to get creative and modify our 
rules, according to the age or preference of the players.

To start the game, pick up a card and ask your friend the question written on it. If he or she answers 
it correctly, your friend places a playing piece on the first paw print. Now it’s your turn to be asked a 
question. If you answer correctly, your piece can enter the game as well. 

If you’re playing with 3 or 4 people, let each person answer a question before beginning the next round. 

Each time a player answers a question correctly, his or her playing piece moves to the next paw print. 
If player answers a question incorrectly, his or her piece must stay in place. If that player answers a 
second question incorrectly, his or her piece has to move back one paw print! 

The first player to land on the finish line is the winner. 

For a faster game, use one die (that’s half of a pair of dice). Instead of moving ahead a single pawprint 
when you answer a question correctly, roll the die and leap ahead the number of spaces you roll. When 
you answer incorrectly once, your piece stays where it is. If you answer a second question incorrectly, 
you must roll the die and move your piece backward that many paw prints. 





if you know

A: The “barkless” Basenji, whose voice box is best able to 
whine, growl, or “sing,” but not really create a series of loud 
barks. 

Q: You’ve just been licked by a dog with a 
black tongue. Mostly likely, it was one of two 
breeds. Move ahead one space if you can 
guess one. Move ahead two spaces if you can 
guess both.  

Q: If you catch your dog leaving the scene of a 
crime—digging in the garden, stealing from the trash, 
or sleeping on the couch—the best thing to do is:

a) Shout, clap, or startle the dog, and then ignore the 
dog for 15 minutes. 
b) Nothing
c) Call the dog over to you and explain to him, in no c) Call the dog over to you and explain to him, in no 
uncertain terms, that you are very, very disappointed 
in his behavior. 

Q: What breed is Clifford, the Big Red Dog? 

A: They were all (yes, many dogs starred in the role of 
“Lassie”) Rough-coat Collies with long feathering on their 
bodies. (When describing a dog’s coat, “smooth” is another 
word for “short.”) 

A: Your only option is b. Even a few seconds after the dog does something 
wrong is too late to offer any kind of correction. The best thing is always to 
anticipate and prevent, rather than try to correct, a problem. 

A: Dogs have incredible noses but, unfortunately, they don’t have 
an internal metal detector. The answer is c. 

A: Dalmatians may have any number of spots, but, ideally, the 
spots are distinct and separate from one another. While 
they’re less common, the spots on some Dalmatians are 
brown (called “liver”). The answer is a.





Q: Which dog breed’s name means lion in 
Chinese?

Q: Which dog breed’s name means butterfly 
in French?

Q: Which dog, originally bred in the United 
States, is said to have the personality of “a 
small aristocrat?”

a.) The Labrador Retriever
b.) The American Cocker Spaniel 
c.) The Boston Terrier 

Q: Which “white teddy bear” helped dis-
cover the South Pole in 1911?

A: The Samoyed, the closest relative to the early dog 
used by nomadic tribes for herding, guarding, pulling, and 
companionship.

Q: When a child is born in Japan, a statue 
of which dog is sent to symbolize happi-
ness?

Q: Which dog’s name means “curly lap dog” 
in French?

A: The Bichon Frise.

Q: Which dog’s name means “sandpaper” or 
“sharkskin” in Chinese?

A: The Chinese Shar-Pei. Just run your hand over its 
bristly coat and you’ll know why.

Q: In what country did the Great Dane 
become a popular pet? 

a) Denmark
b) Germany
c) New Zealand

A: It was in Germany, where the dog’s size allowed them to be 
used as boar hunters and bodyguards, that earned Great 
Danes their popularity. The answer is b.

A: The Akita. This breed originated in Japan. Helen Keller 
brought the first Akita to America.

A: The Boston Terrier was bred in the United States about 120 
years ago by crossing a Bulldog and an English Terrier. The  
answer is c.

A: PapillonA: Shih Tzu





Q: Which of the following breeds was used to 
guard temples from evil spirits?

a.) The Chow Chow, with its lion’s mane and 
bear’s scowl
b.) The Samoyed, with its curved black lips and 
long brush tail
c.) The Vizsla, with its nobility and rustc.) The Vizsla, with its nobility and rust-
colored coat

A: The answer is a. The Chow Chow, originally bred in China 
2,000 years ago, was used to keep away both evil spirits and 
human intruders.  

Q: If the posted speed limit on a street is 35 
mph, which breed could keep up with traffic? 
Move ahead two spaces if you can name an 
additional breed that could keep up.

a.) The Whippet
b.) The Pomeranian
c.) The Bloodhound

A: The answer is a. The Whippet is one of the fastest dogs on 
earth, reaching speeds of up to 35 mph. The other fastest breed 
is the Greyhound, which can run up to 44 mph.

Q: True or false: If you were going lion 
hunting in South Africa, what dog would you 
take?

a.) The kid-friendly Rhodesian Ridgeback
b.) The thick-coated Newfoundland
c.) The Border Collie, with its mesmerizing c.) The Border Collie, with its mesmerizing 
stare

A: The answer is a. The Rhodesian Ridgeback was originally bred 
in South Africa to hunt lions, but it also loves kids and is a great 
family dog.

Q: Which breed has rescued more than 2,000 
people in the Alps in the last 300 years?

a.) The Saint Bernard
b.) The Cocker Spaniel
c.) The Great Pyrenees 

A: The answer is a. In the last three centuries, Swiss monks 
have used Saint Bernards to rescue people in the Alps. This 
breed has also worked as guards, herders, and draft animals for 
a thousand years.

Q: What dog is “half a dog tall, and twice a 
dog long”?

Q: The Australian Shepherd comes from

a.) Spain
b.) Australia
c.) China

A: The answer is a. The Australian Shepherd originated in the 
Pyrenees Mountains and is often used in the United States on 
farms and ranches.

Q: If you wanted the smallest dog in the 
world, what breed would you choose? In other 
words, the world record for tiny belongs to:

a.) The Yorkshire Terrier
b.) The Chihuahua
c.) The Pug

A: The answer is a. The record-holder is a Yorkshire Ter-
rier that stood only two and a half inches tall and weighed 
four ounces—ounces! A typical Yorkie weighs between four 
and seven pounds!

A: The Bassett Hound. They may have short legs, but their 
sense of smell rivals the Bloodhound’s!

Q: True or false: The “powder puff” Bichon 
Frise once worked alongside clowns and tight-
rope walkers at the circus.

A: True! The Bichon Frise was also traded among Mediterra-
nean merchants, kept aboard ships, and pampered by the 
rich.





Q: Many people believe that dogs don’t see in 
color. Are they right?

a.) Yes, dogs only see in black and white.
b.) That’s ridiculous. Dogs see colors just as well 
as humans can.
c.) Sort of. Dogs can see colors, but that’s not 
what interests them.

Q: Which of the following “words” is closest to 
laughter and to your dog saying, “That was 
great, let’s do it again”?

a.) Mewl, mewl.
b.) Grrrrr…
c.) Huh-ah, huh-ah, huh-ah

A: The answer is c. When a dog pants, he’s not only cooling off.  
He can be expressing happiness and satisfaction with the activ-
ity and companionship. 

A: Dogs can see colors, but colors don’t stand out because dogs’ 
eyes are built to read black and white . . . which shows motion, 
and that grabs their attention. The answer is c.

Q: The fastest breeds, Greyhounds and Whip-
pets, are Gazehounds, which means that their 
eyes are close together on the front of their 
faces. Why is this?

A: They use their eyes for hunting instead of their noses, so 
they need to look straight ahead; looking to each side is not 
as important when you're the predator. 

Q: Dog tongues come in many shapes, sizes, and colors,
but they all function the same way. Which of the follow-
ing things doesn’t a dog’s tongue do?

a.) It’s a super-taster. Like humans, dogs will savor cer-
tain delicacies, even as they wolf down their food.
b.) It’s part of the canine cooling system. Dogs lose heat 
through their tongue by panting. 
c.) It’s the dog’s drinking cup, which ladles water in his 
mouth. 

A:  The answer is a. Dogs do have taste buds, but they use their noses for 
most of their “tasting.” They couldn’t afford to be fussy eaters in the past, 
so their taste buds are much less well-developed than human taste buds.

Q: Blockhead, brick head, cone head, dish  
face . . . though these sound like names you’d 
call your pesky little brother, they’re terms 
used by dog breeders. Which breed is a classic 
example of an egghead?

a.) The Dachshund 
b.) The Bull Terrier
c.) The Pekingesec.) The Pekingese

Q: Some dogs look like they’re wearing trou-
sers, an apron, or a mask. Which breed is not 
matched with its proper feature?

a.) Trousers / Golden Retriever 
b.) Apron / Old English Sheepdog
c.) Mask / Siberian Husky

A: The answer is b. You’d find an apron on a Rough-coat Collie or 
an Irish Setter, but this Sheepdog is more likely to look like 
shaggy mop. 

Q: Every year in Finland there’s a contest to 
determine which Finnish Spitz is the best at 
barking. The contenders have to bark for an 
entire minute. Give or take ten barks, can you 
guess the correct number of times a typical 
winner barks? 

A: About 160 barks per minute. So if you guessed between 150 
and 170, move ahead one space.

Q: Your dog makes many more sounds than 
just “woof,” and it’s important that you under-
stand him. What does your dog mean when he 
yelps? 

a.) I love you I love you I love you I love you!
b.) Help! I’m hurt or frightened.
c.) Feed me!

A: The answer is b. A yelp is the dog’s cry of pain or fear.

A: The answer is b. The top of the Bull Terrier skull forms a 
straight, slightly bowing line all the way to the nose, like an egg.





Q: Your dog ages much faster than you do!  
Even if you’re both eight years old, your dog 
is much more mature.  Just how old is an 
eight-year-old dog in dog years?

a.) 13—still in middle school
b.) 30—old enough to be your dad or mom
c.) 52—already middle-aged

A: After he’s 4 human years old (and 32 in dog years) a dog 
ages 5 years for every 1. The answer is c.  

Q: True or false: Dogs can detect changes in 
the earth’s magnetic field. These tiny differ-
ences help a dog locate his way in the world. 
Remember, Homeward Bound—The Incredible 
Journey?

A: True.  Dogs have several extrasensory abilities that seem 
like magic to us!

Q: What do dogs, cats, and rattlesnakes all have in 
common?

a.) They can sample the air through a combination of 
smell and taste.
b.) They all give warning signals before they strike 
their prey. 
c.) They can hold their breath for up to two minutes.

A: The vomeronasal organ, found in the dog’s nasal cavity, gives him the sen-
sory ability to “taste” the air. The answer is a.

Q: Your dog knows when you’re sad, stressed, or sick.
How does he sense your emotional state?

a.) He looks at you—he uses vision, just the way
humans do. 
b.) He sniffs out your emotions. Dogs are super-sniffers. 
c.) He uses his tail. Dogs have a special sixth sense in
their tails that communicates and detects emotion. their tails that communicates and detects emotion. 

Q: A human nose has 5 million smell-detecting 
receptors, but a dog’s has way more.  Which 
breed takes the cake (and would eat it, too) at 
200 million receptors? 

a.) The Pug
b.) The Pomeranian
c.) The German Shepherd 

A: All dogs are great sniffers, but the German Shepherd 
is the nose that knows! The answer is c.

Q: True or false: Dogs can actually use their 
noses to detect when someone is lying.

A: True.  Dogs can detect butyric acid, which a person’s 
skin excretes when nervous . . . as when lying.

Q: True or false: Dogs can hear pitches 
that are too high for human ears, but they 
can’t hear some of the low pitches that 
humans can.

A: False.  Dogs can hear pitches both much higher and 
much lower than those that you can hear.

A: The answer is b. Dogs’ noses can detect feelings; they can pick up on 
various scents that indicate a human’s or a dog’s state of being. 

Q: Your dog’s just applied for a job on the 
evening news. Sure, he looks good on camera, 
but for which job would he be most suited?

a.) Meteorologist
b.) Sports reporter
c.) News anchor

A: Dogs can detect earthquakes and thunderstorms before they 
begin. They know when barometric pressure is changing and can 
feel vibrations much sooner than our scientific instruments. The 
news team would be glad to have a dog. The answer is a. 





Q: When dogs are adopted late in life, some may have 
difficulties adjusting to life with people. How come? 

a.) Older dogs can be unfriendly and it’s “hard to teach 
an old dog new tricks.” 
b.) Only young puppies are able to “imprint” on people 
and form strong attachments.
c.) Older dogs are tired of being bothered and just want c.) Older dogs are tired of being bothered and just want 
to sleep.

Q: Canines have rescued swimmers, carried 
messages, and pulled carts. Which of the follow-
ing careers has NOT been performed by our 
canine companions?

a.) Parachuting behind enemy lines during war-
time
b.) Diving for pearls off the Australian coast
c.) Rescuing skiers trapped in snow drifts

Q: A long time ago, people bathed only once a 
week—or even once a month! Which type of dog 
helped keep the fleas away?

a.) Hunting dogs. They were trained to stand by 
windows and catch the bugs that flew in.
b.) Lap dogs. They were held in the lap to attract 
fleas that were on the human.
c.) Herding dogs. They kept the flea-invested sheep c.) Herding dogs. They kept the flea-invested sheep 
away from the humans.

Q: Mutts are a combination of two or more breeds 
whose genes produced a new kind of dog. Which 
two breeds created the Great Dane?

a.) The Labrador Retriever and the Papillon
b.) The Irish Wolfhound and the old English Mastiff
c.) The Cocker Spaniel and the Great Pyrenees

A: The Great Dane has the height of the Irish Wolfhound and some of 
the massive size of the English Mastiff. The answer is b. 

Q: True or false: There are more purebred 
dogs than mutts in America.

A: False. Only a third of dogs are purebred. The other 
two-thirds are hybrids or mixed breeds, millions of which 
never find homes each year. 

Q: Which word means the offspring of two 
different breeds?

a.) Sire
b.) Hybrid 
c.) Springer Spaniel

A: A sire is a male parent. And a Springer Spaniel is an ener-
getic dog that has springiness to spare! The answer is b.

A: Lap dogs love to be held and snuggled, and fleas love lap dogs.
The answer is b. 

Q: True or false: Working dogs with nothing to do 
will consider chasing cars, digging in the yard, and 
gnawing on furniture to be their work.

A: True. It’s important to make sure your dog gets plenty of exer-
cise, especially if he is a working breed. This may include long walks 
in the country or lots of swimming, which will discourage him from 
“inventing” other jobs that are less acceptable to your family. 

A: The answer is b. Dogs have many talents, but diving for 
oysters isn’t one of them.  

Q: Assistance dogs are trained to help all 
kinds of people. But which one of the following 
is not among their routine clients: prison in-
mates; children with learning problems; people 
afflicted with hearing, seeing, or mobility chal-
lenges; movie stars. 

A:  Dogs don’t officially help movie stars, even if they do get 
the chance to star in movies themselves. 

A: For a puppy to be comfortable, happy, and confident around people, 
he needs both the early weeks with his littermates and mother, and a 
kind, reassuring involvement with people between 6 and 12 weeks of 
age. The answer is a.





Q: Let’s say you’re a dog who has pumpkin-
seed markings. Using your own body, point 
to where they would be located.

Q: If a dog is parti-color, what does that 
say about it?

 a.) The dog is only partly colored—so the 
coat is mostly white with just a bit of other 
colors.  
b.) The dog likes to party all the time!
c.) It has a coat that’s made up of two or c.) It has a coat that’s made up of two or 
more distinct colors. 

A: The answer is c. Think of a Brittany, an English Setter, or a 
Springer Spaniel. 

Q: Dogs have been “man’s best friend” long 
before your dad (or your granddad) were 
born.  About how long have dogs and humans 
lived side by side?

a.) Since the 1870s
b.) Around 1,000 years
c.) Around 15,000 years

Q: True or false: If a dog’s tail is wagging, 
that always means that the dog is happy and 
friendly. 

Q: Which animal has the best sense of smell: 
you, your dog, or your electric eel? (What? 
You don’t have an eel?) 

Q: If you were stranded on a desert island, 
which dog would be most likely to help you 
catch your dinner?

a.) The Portuguese Water Dog
b.) The Golden Retriever
c.) The Siberian Husky

A: Early graves in Israel, Germany, and China provide evidence 
of canine companionship for many thousands of years. The 
answer is c.

Q: If you cross a short-legged, long-tailed dog, with a 
stocky, tail-less, black and white dog, what do you 
get?

a.) A short-legged, stocky, black and white dog with a 
medium tail
b.) A stocky black dog with medium legs and no tail
c.) A headache; there’s a lot of guesswork involved in c.) A headache; there’s a lot of guesswork involved in 
genetics.

A: Yes, the answer is c. When breeders want to create a new hybrid dog with 
certain traits, they have to carefully breed dogs from different parents for 
several generations.  Otherwise, there’s no guessing what you’ll get.

Q: True or false: Dogs may be the one animal that has 
enjoyed our friendship and returned it, and this is 
because:

a.) Dogs are stupid and they don’t know any better. 
b.) They’re social animals that feel welcome in our 
human pack. 
c.) We humans know where the treats are kept. 

A: The answer is b. The dog may be the only creature in the entire 
animal kingdom that has willingly joined our human society, preferring it 
to the wild. 

A: The answer is a. Portuguese Water Dogs, great swim-
mers who lived aboard fishing vessels, aided fishermen by 
catching ropes in their mouths, and snatching fish that 
slipped free of the nets.

A: The eel has an even more powerful nose than a dog who 
can smell a million times better than you. 

A: False. While the tail does give you a clue about the dog’s state 
of mind, wagging can also be a sign that the dog is feeling ner-
vous or protective.

A: Point to each eyebrow, closest to your nose. “Pumpkin seeds” 
are pumpkin-colored dots that appear on the black coat above 
the eyes of dogs like Rottweilers or Bernese Mountain Dogs. 
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